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Talal Abu Ghazaleh-Confucius Institute:
The Institute was established in September 2008
to introduce the Chinese language and culture, as
well as achieving a greater mutual understanding
between the Arab and Chinese cultures. This unique
initiative is based on the cooperation agreement
between Talal Abu-Ghazakeh Organization and
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Confucius Institute in China. The Institute has
been named after the great intellectual, mentor
and philosopher, Confucius, whose ideas had
influenced China and other regions around the

Luay Abu-Ghazaleh Chairs 9th Annual Meeting
of TAG-Confucius Institute Board of Directors
at Shenyang Normal University

world for over 2,000 years.

For inquiries please contact us on the following numbers
Tel: +962 - 6 5100600 | Fax: +962 - 6 5100606
website: www.tagconfucius.com | Email: ralyabroudi@tagconfucius.com
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TAG-Confucius Institute is the first institute accredited by the Chinese Government to teach Chinese
language in Jordan.
TAG-Confucius Institute is holding a new course to teach the basics of the Chinese language
for beginners:
A. Threshold Level for Adults: starting 13/11/2017
Schedule: Monday and Wednesday from 6:00 – 8:00 pm
B. Threshold Level for Kids: starting 11/11/2017
Schedule of the course: Saturday from 3:00- 4:30 pm and Tuesday from 4:00-5:30 pm
*All Chinese language teachers are from China specialized in teaching Chinese language for foreigners and
accredited by the Confucius Institute in China.

Abu-Ghazaleh Sponsors Chinese Musician Liu Guangyu›s Concert using the traditional «Erhu»
Musical Instrument

AMMAN - His Excellency Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, in the presence of the Chinese Ambassador
in Jordan Ban Wei Fang, hosted a concert at the Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Knowledge Forum for the
Chinese musician Liu Guangyu performing with the traditional «Erhu» musical instrument.
The Musician was accompanied by four other Chinese musicians in the concert organized by the
Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization (TAG-Org) and Confucius Institute in cooperation with the
Chinese Embassy in Jordan.
Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh highlighted the depth of the relationship between Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization
and the People›s Republic of China, which has led to mutual cooperation in many fields. He expressed
his pride and joy at obtaining the trust of the Chinese Government to be the sole party authorized to
receive and deliver Chinese visas with the authorization and supervision of the Chinese authorities.
He stressed his continuous keenness to open all channels and launch more vital business initiatives,
both in the People›s Republic of China and in Jordan. The Group has recently opened its sixth
office in China providing various services. Its first office was established as the only non-Chinese
company that is licensed to operate in Shanghai in 2003.
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Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh renamed the Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Knowledge Forum the «Talal Abu-Ghazaleh
House for Chinese Culture” as an expression of the Group›s pride with its Chinese relations.
For his part, his Excellency Ambassador Wen Wei Fang said that the evening marks the 40th
anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between China and Jordan and falls
within the Chinese cultural week
Which organizes events, artistic performances, musical evenings and film performances.
He further expressed his pride and joy at cooperating with Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization
(TAG-Org), represented by its Chairman, Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, who has always worked to
strengthen the relations between the two countries, in addition to actively participating in the
teaching and dissemination of the Chinese language and culture through the Confucius Institute
as well as supporting the Chinese Embassy in Amman through the Chinese Visa Center.
Accompanied by four other musicians, the musician Liu Guangyu performed ten pieces on
the traditional Erhu musical instrument, including the most famous Erhu performances «Lake
Hongo», «Moon Night», «Moon is a Mirror in the pond» and «Great Wall of China Capricio
ants» which discuss the stories and the spirit behind each work and the background of Chinese
culture, music and spirit, especially the spirit of mankind and nature.
Artist Liu Guangyu is considered the greatest player of the traditional Chinese «Erhu» musical
instrument. He has performed more than 100 times in several countries and has won numerous
international awards such as: the gold medal in musical creativity, the silver medal of the Golden
Bell in China. He is the vice president of the Erhu Chinese Association for Musicians, the head
of the Chongqing Chung Theater and the Chongqing Symphony Orchestra.
Luay Abu-Ghazaleh Meets the President of Shenyang Normal University

SHENYANG - China-Mr. Luay Abu-Ghazaleh, Vice-Chairman of TAG-Org and Chairman of
TAG-Confucius Institute met with Prof. Lin Qun, President of Shenyang Normal University.
Abu-Ghazaleh stressed H.E. Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh›s keenness to consolidate the relationships
between the two sides through new partnerships in various fields for achieving the «One Belt
One Road» initiative which serves as the cornerstone of the existing cooperation.
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Mr. Abu-Ghazaleh pointed out that TAG-Org has set up the plans to establish an applied university
college in the field of business and information and communication technology. Concurrently,
TAG-Org is keen to further partner with Shenyang Normal University in this project which is the
first of its kind in Jordan.
From his side, Prof. Lin Qun expressed his sincere pleasure at meeting Mr. Luay Abu-Ghazaleh
assuring him of the depth of the China-Jordan relationships and underscoring the vital role played
by TAG-Org in promoting such a relationship through TAG-Confucius Institute which performs a
substantive role in distributing the Chinese language and culture in Jordan through its academic,
cultural and artistic activities besides the scholarships offered to Jordanian students. He stated
that this year, 20 Jordanian students were granted scholarships to study the Chinese language at
Shenyang Normal University.
On this occasion, Prof. Lin extended his deepest appreciation to H.E. Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh for
the outstanding reception party held in honor of Mrs. Liu Yandong, Vice Premier of the People›s
Republic of China, organized by TAG-Confucius Institute in April 2017.
Luay Abu-Ghazaleh Chairs 9th Annual Meeting of TAG-Confucius Institute Board of Directors
at Shenyang Normal University

SHENYANG - China-Mr. Luay Abu-Ghazaleh, Vice-Chairman of TAG-Org and Chairman of
TAG-Confucius Institute chaired the 9th Annual Meeting of TAG-Confucius Institute at Shenyang
Normal University.
Mr. Abu-Ghazaleh expressed his pride in the partnership between the Shenyang Normal University
and TAG-Org dating back to 2008. He pointed out that this partnership is significant for it is the
only partnership in the world between the Chinese government and the business sector.
TAG- Org›s visiting delegation members included Mr. Mamoun Abu El Sebaa, Executive
Director of TAG-Confucius Institute along with Dr. Yang Songfang, Director of TAG-Confucius
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Institute. Shenyang Normal University was represented by Dr. Li Taijuin, Vice President, Dr.
Zhang Wei, Dean of the Faculty of Education and International Relations; Dr. Li Feng, Dean of
the International Business School and Dr. Wang Rui, Vice Dean of the Faculty of Education and
International Relations.
Abu-Ghazaleh stressed H.E. Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh›s keenness to consolidate the relationships
between the two sides through new partnerships in various fields for achieving the «One Belt
One Road» initiative which serves as the cornerstone of the existing cooperation.
Mr. Abu-Ghazaleh pointed out that TAG-Org has set up the plans to establish an applied university
college in the field of business and information and communication technology. Concurrently,
TAG-Org is keen to further partner with Shenyang Normal University in this project which is the
first of its kind in Jordan.
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